ENOP Delivery Recommendations
Helpful tips when planning an ENOP course Delivery

- Have two lead instructors, one for the classroom and one for field exercises
- Maintain a 3 student to 1 instructor ratio
- Have a minimum of 15 students, this will increase discussion and learning opportunities for students
- Provide students the course prework and friction loss calculator (NFES #897) 2-3 weeks before course starts and have submittal deadline one week before course starts
- Provide students with course selection letter that contains course expectations, logistical information, etc.
- Coordinate with Fire Fleet Centers to have staff on hand during course

Items that need to occur well before the course starts

- Training facility with adequate seating for students/cadre and audio-visual presentation equipment reserved
- Ensure a diversity of T4/T6 fire engines and Interagency Engines/students
- Ensure all engines are stocked to agency NUS standards, inspected and mechanically ready to perform
- Nearby area for cone course exercise and water handling exercises.
  - Water handling exercises will require one of the following: hydrant, two-fold a tanks or water tender
- Flow meter for measuring pump GPMs
- Torque wrench for remove/replace tires
- Off road driving exercise area – this will need to need to have 4x4 driving, areas for exercises and adequate parking for initial and close out briefing

Region/Unit Courses
If you have more than 18 students across several units, considering hosting an ENOP course for the Region.

- Utilize a cadre of BIA or tribal employees that have attended an ENOP course and understand the course complexities
- The BLM has a National Engine Training Cadre (NETC) available for utilization
- Reach out to BWFM Training Staff if you would like to request the NETC.
  - You can request the BLM NETC to serve as entire cadre or use them to supplement your partial/existing cadre
  - BWFM may be able to fund the BLM NETC cadre if there are adequate funds available
  - Keep in mind that it takes time to schedule the BLM NETC as they are instructing courses across the country and generally unavailable from late May – Mid June